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Section S1. Experimental details 

S1.1. Materials synthesis and preparation 

Materials  

Copper oxide nanoparticles (99.5+%) were purchased from EPRUI Nanoparticles & 

Microspheres Co. Ltd. The lithium foil (99.999%) and the copper foil (99.9999%) were 

purchased from hosen cooperation, Japan. The electrolyte for the lithiation process was 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich and the electrolyte for CO2 reduction reaction was prepared 

with the deionized (DI) water. All reagents were purchased from commercial sources (Sigma 

Aldrich) and were used without purification. 

Preparation of copper oxide nanoparticles with controlled inter-particle spaces 

CuOx (EPRUI Nanoparticles & Microspheres Co. Ltd.) was cleaned by annealing under argon 

at 150°C for 3 h before the experiments. The lithiated CuOx nanoparticles were prepared using 

the following procedures described in our previous work.[1] At first, CuOx nanoparticles were 

mixed with 5 wt.% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) dispersed in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone 

(NMP). Next, the black slurry was uniformly coated onto a Cu foil and dried overnight in a 

vacuum oven at 80 °C. A coin-type cell with the Li foil as the counter electrode and 1 M 

LiPF6 dissolved in a mixture of ethyl carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC) as the 

electrolyte (1/1 = v/v) were used for the electrochemical lithiation. The cells containing the Li 

foil and working electrodes were assembled with a separator (Celgard) and an electrolyte in 

an Ar-filled glove box (O2 < 0.1 ppm and H2O < 0.1 ppm). The lithiation process was 

monitored using a VSP potentiostat (Bio-logic) to maintain the static current of 10 mA g-1. 

After the lithiation process is carried out, the resulting samples produced at each process step 
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were washed with acetone, water, and 1 mM acetic acid solution to remove residual 

electrolytes, Li2O, and solid electrolyte interlayers. 

 

S1.2. characterizations 

Material characterization 

The ex-situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscope 

images were obtained using a JSM-7600F (JEOL) SEM and a JEM-ARM200F (JEOL) TEM, 

respectively. The 3D tomography based on Cs-corrected scanning transmission electron 

microscope  (tomo-STEM) analysis was performed using a Titan (T4, KAIST analysis center 

for research advancement). Meanwhile, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data were collected 

using a SmartLab θ-2θ diffractometer operated in the reflectance Bragg-Brentano geometry 

with a Johansson type Ge (111) monochromator filtering the Cu Kα1 radiation at a power of 

1200W (40 kV, 30 mA). The diffractometer was equipped with a high speed 1D detector 

(D/teX Ultra). Moreover, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were obtained 

through a Thermo VG Scientific Sigma Probe instrument using a 350 W Al anode X-ray 

source with a multi-anode, a pulse counter, and a hemispherical analyzer. The spectra were 

collected using an incident photon energy of 1486.6 eV and corrected by using the detector 

work function. Additionally, the ex-situ and in-situ (operando) synchrotron X-ray 

measurements were carried out at Pohang Accelerator Laboratory (PAL, Republic of Korea), 

being operated at the 3.0 GeV energy with a maximum storage current of 300 mA. X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy (XAS) analyses including the X-ray absorption near edge structure 

(XANES) and the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurements were 
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performed at 7D beam line, where a Si(111) double crystal monochromator was used for the 

synchrotron radiation and Cu K-edge spectra obtained in the transmission mode were 

analyzed using the Athena software with the IFEFFIT library. To consider the role of oxygen 

species in our work, the ex-situ XPS under inert gas was prepared and performed for 

analysing oxygen species before and after CO2RR on each sample without exposing to air 

during the whole process. The electrochemical cell station was installed on the load-lock 

chamber to the main chamber of the XPS machine. -1.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl was applied to the 

samples for 1hr under CO2 bubbling, and then transferred to the main chamber for the XPS 

analysis. XPS spectra were obtained by AXIS Ultra-DLD (Kratos. Inc) using a 

monochromatic Al Kα X-ray (hν=1486.6 eV) at Korea Basic Science Institute (KBSI). Each 

core-level spectrum was collected using pass energy of 40 eV and energy step of 0.05 eV. 

Also,  

to design the operando XAS system, the electrochemical cell was prepared with the three 

electrodes, electrolyte, CO2 gas bubbling, and polyimide window. The samples were casted on 

the PTFE coated carbon papers with a 5 wt% of Nafion binder and applied -0.9 V vs. RHE 

under CO2 bubbling after 2 times linear sweep voltammetry. 

Characterization of the electrochemical CO2RR 

Lithiated Cu2O nanoparticles were spin coated onto a glassy carbon substrate, which was then 

used as the cathode for electroreduction of CO2 in a 0.1 M CsHCO3 solution. The reason for 

using Cs+ cations is described elsewhere.[2] The electrolyte was first sparged with CO2 to 

attain a pH of 6.8. Electrochemical measurements were conducted using a Biologic SP-300 

potentiostat. CO2 electrolysis was performed in a custom-made electrochemical cell.[3] , in 

which the working electrode is parallel to the counter electrode and the geometric area for 
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both of the electrodes was 1 cm2. The average mass loading of samples on working electrode 

is 80 μL (equal to ~ 10 μg cm-2), which was measured using an ultra-microbalance (XP2U d = 

0.1 μg, Mettler Toledo). In order to optimize the catalytic activity, mass loading of catalyst 

solutions was controlled from 50 to 150 μL. In order the separate the anodic and cathodic 

chambers (1.3 mL each), a Selemion AMV anion-exchange membrane (110 μm thick) was 

used. The electrolyte of the cathodic compartment was saturated with CO2 for at least 15 min 

prior to conducting electrolysis. CO2 was sparged during the electrolysis at a flow rate of 5 

sccm. The counter electrode was a platinum foil and the reference electrode was an Ag/AgCl 

electrode (leak free series) from Innovative Instruments, Inc. All collected data were rescaled 

to the RHE using the following equation of 

E vs. RHE = E vs. Ag/AgCl + 0.197 V + 0.0591 × pH 

The solution and charge transfer resistances were measured using electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy by scanning from 1 MHz to 10 Hz prior to the electrolysis and all reported CVs 

and electrolysis, measurements were made IR-compensated. 

Product analysis  

Gaseous products were analyzed with a gas chromatograph (SRI instruments) equipped 

with a packed HaySep D column and a packed MolSieve 5 A column. CO, CH4, C2H4, and 

C2H6 were detected using a flame ionization detector (FID) with a methanizer in He as the 

carrier gas. H2 was analyzed using a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) in a nitrogen 

carrier gas. Calibration of the gas chromatograph was performed using a calibration gas 

obtained from Praxair (UN 1956). On-line gas product analysis was carried out every 25 

min by flowing CO2 directly into the gas-sampling loop of the gas chromatograph during 

1.5 h electrolysis. Faradic efficiencies were obtained by averaging the individual product 
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analysis. Soluble products were collected from the cathodic and anodic compartments after 

electrolysis and subsequently analyzed in the high-performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) using an Ultimate 3000 instrument from Thermo Scientific. The column of an 

Aminex HPX 87-H column (Bio-Rad) was used with diluted sulfuric acid (1 mM) as an 

eluent. The temperature of the column oven was maintained at 60 ºC and the separated 

soluble products were analysed by a refractive index detector (RID).  
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Section S2. TEM and STEM Analyses 

We acquired ex-situ TEM and STEM images, which were then analyzed to determine 

structural changes in the copper oxide nanoparticles caused by gradual lithiation. Copper 

oxide nanoparticles (20-50 nm) were dispersed onto a Cu mesh TEM grid covered with lacey 

carbon. The initial structure of a copper oxide particle was imaged, and its location was 

marked in order to trace the structural change after lithiation. A coin cell with the marked grid 

as the working electrodes and a Li metal foil as a counter electrode was assembled. Then, the 

assembled coin cell was set up for the potentiostatic measurement and the gravimetric 

charge/discharge measurement was carried out at a scan rate of 10 mA g-1. After lithiation 

process, the TEM grid was washed with acetone to remove the residual electrolyte.  
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Figure S1. Temperature mode TEM images of the copper oxide nanoparticles along the 
process steps. The generated defects and interspaces are marked by white arrows. 
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Figure S2. TEM images of CuOx clusters at each lithiation step. Images of a blank CuOx 
cluster and those taken after the step I and II, illustrating increased defects. The atomic-scale 
interspace is generated at step III and the size of the interspace is enlarged to ~ 1 nm at step 
IV. Small granules are formed at step V. 
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Figure S3. SEM images of copper oxide nanoparticles at each lithiation step. Under the 
continuous lithiation process until the step II, the morphology of CuOx nanoparticles is 
roughened. After step III, the small sized particlization is on-going and completed at the step 
IV. The morphology roughness appears to decrease by growth of small particles at the step V.  
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Figure S4. Selected area electron diffraction pattern of each stepped sample represents 
the phase information of each sample. Scale bars in TEM images indicate 5 nm. 
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Section S3. General characterization and ex-situ measurements 

PXRD, XPS, XAS, and BET measurements were performed to analyse the blank and 

lithiation-processed CuOx structure, the oxidation state of lithiated CuOx, and the surface 

properties of the processed samples. Ex-situ measurements were also conducted at various 

electrochemical points from step I to step V. These data support the progression of the Cu 

oxidation state by a reversible conversion reaction. After each processing step, the samples 

dispersed on Au-coated glass were disassembled and washed with acetone, water, and 1 mM 

acetic acid for 3 s to remove the organic SEI layer on top of the electrode. Then, the samples 

were transferred to a glass jar in a glove box for carring the sample to analysis tools without 

comtamination. The lithiated samples were put on the measurement equipment. The samples 

were maintained in an air-free environment and the less than 30 s air exposure to air during 

sample loading.  
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Figure S5. PXRD patterns taken after each lithiation step. Major peaks are observed for 
Cu and Cu2O in a good agreement with the JCPDS files 00-001-1241 and 00-001-1142. The 
unmodified (“blank”) CuOx nanoparticles contain mainly Cu2O and a minor amount of CuO 
(JCPDS card No. 00-001-1117) due to the air expose. As lithiation proceeds from step I to III, 
the main peak of Cu2O decreases, whereas the peak for metallic Cu peaks gradually increases. 
At step IV, the end of the lithiation, only the metallic Cu peak is detected, indicating that 
CuOx is totally reduced after the lithiation is completed. 
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Figure S6. XAS spectra of blank CuOx particles and processed samples measured after 
step I to V. (a) X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra and (b) extended X-ray 
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra of copper oxide nanoparticles acquired after each 
step of the lithiation process. The XANES spectra indicate that Cu cations in the blank CuOx 
exist in the monovalent oxidation state with a minor presence of divalent ions. Reduction of 
copper was complete at step IV, and the features of the XANES spectra match well those of 
Cu foil. After the step V and delithiation, the oxidation state of CuOx was recovered. The 
EXAFS spectra demonstrate that the peak for Cu–O backscattering gradually converted to 
Cu–Cu backscattering until step IV and Cu–O backscattering is recovered after step V. 
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Figure S7. XPS spectra of blank CuOx particles and samples lithiated from step I to V. (a) 
Cu 2p and Cu LMM spectra of each samples. (b) Li 1s spectrum of each sample. Upon 
gradual lithiation, the oxidation state of copper gradually reduced. After washing of the 
lithiated samples, no residual lithium was observed. 
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Section S4. 3D tomographs using the Cs-corrected transmission electron microscopy (3D 

tomo-STEM) 

S4.1. 3D tomo-STEM analysis and 3D model reconstruction  

The 3D tomo-STEM analysis was conducted using the Titan (T4) at the KAIST analysis center for 

research advancement (KARA). The electron scanning projections were obtained by 120o rotating 

from -55o to 65o. A tunable electron-beam acceleration of 200 keV was utilized. A 120-times analysis 

was performed to obtain the projected images for each one-degree of angle rotation. The axis of 

rotation was aligned, and 2D projections were reconstructed using the ‘inspect 3D’ software of 

Thermo Fisher and generate 880 cross-sectional images. The reconstructed file was transferred to the 

‘Avizo’ algorithm and processed for the boundary on every cross-sectional image. Then, the particle 

segmentation to recognize the substances separated from each particle was made on the projected 

images using the interactive threshold. After segmentation, the finite element method was applied to 

construct the 3D model structure of a CuOx nanoparticle from the 3D volumes obtained through the 

integration of surfaces. To measure the distance of atomic-scale spacing, the label-analysis has been 

performed on the distances between particles in the 3D-structure, based on a finite element model. 

The method for image processing in this work has been also reported previously[4].  
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Figure S8. Flow chart to obtain the 3D-structure of a CuOx nanoparticle and its atomic-
scaling spacing.  
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Figure S9. The 3D tomo-STEM analysis of a blank CuOx particle as well as the 3D-
structure of the blank CuOx based on a finite element model.  
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Figure S10. Analysis of inter-particle spacing on the 3D model of CuOx at step III.  
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Figure S11. Aanalysis of atomic-scale spacing distances on the 3D model of CuOx at step 
IV. 
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S4.2. Measurement of inter-planner distances through TEM and STEM analyses 

The size distribution of ds on CuOx was collected by measuring the distance between the inter-

particle surfaces on the TEM images, as described in the example Figure below. At first, the 

interspacing in CuOx nanoparticles was marked and confirmed by cross-checking with the 

temperature mode, where the color contrast on the temperature mode is found to be useful for 

recognizing the narrow interspacing in particles. In this work, we have used the TEM image 

processing program so called as ‘Gatan’ and the line profiling tools for determining the sizes 

of extremely small features on TEM images. To enhance the accuracy of the line profiling, we 

set the integration width to 50. The line profiling results show the intensity distribution of 

gray scale in TEM image. The peaked area of line profiling indicates the interspaces of 

particles around 5~6 angstrom scale. 
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Figure S12. Identification and measurement of the interplanar distances in CuOx 
nanoparticles at at step III. (a) The red circle indicate the inter-spacing in the samples at 
step III. (b) the confirmation of the measuring position by cross-checking with the 
temperature mode. The yellow colored narrow region indicates the empty intersapces between 
particles. (c) The line profiling is a key tool to measure the size of interspacings on TEM 
image. To increase the accuracy of the line profiling, the integration width was set to 50. (d, e) 
The results of line profiling show the intensity distribution of gray scale on TEM images. The 
peaked area of line profiling indicates the interspace of particles around 0.5~0.6 nm scale. 
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Figure S13. TEM and STEM images of CuOx clusters at step III, IV, and V. Interparticle 
spaces of ds = 0.5~0.6 nm are detected at step III and the magnitude of ds increases after step 
IV and V. The magnitude of ds at each step is measured by STEM analysis (inset). It is well 
known that transition metal oxides undergo conversion with Li ions and particle rescaling 
during lithiation, as reported in previous studies.[5,6]  
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Figure S14. Size distribution of CuOx with inter-particle interspaces after each lithiation 
step.  
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Figure S15. N2 adsorption/desorption measurements of blank CuOx particles and 
lithiated samples after steps I to V. (a) the N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm of blank 
CuOx particles and the processed samples after steps I to V. The BET surface area of the 
blank CuOx particles and the processed samples after the step I to V were calculated to range 
from 8.8 to 54 m2 g-1. The specific surface areas of the lithiated samples are similar to each 
other and lie in the range of 43 to 54 m2g-1. (b) The pore size distributions of blank CuOx 
particles and processed samples after step I to V by the NLDFT method. (c) The pore size 
distributions simulated from HK method. 
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Section S5. Analysis of catalytic properties  

 
Figure S16. Tafel analysis for the geometry-normalized current densities for CO2 
reduction products except the partial current density of H2 as a function of applied 
potentials. 
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Section S5.1. Measurement of the electrochemical surface area  

The electrochemical surface area measurements were determined by measuring double-layer 

capacitance values as described by Kanan and co-workers.[7,8] The cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

under various scan rates from 10 to 120 mV s-1 has been conducted to obtain the double-layer 

capacitance in a potential range without Faradaic reaction. By collecting the geometric current 

density at the specific voltage in CV cureves was plotted as a function of scan rate. The slope 

of the plotted line is equivalent to the double layer capacitance.  
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Figure S17. Electrochemical double-layer capacitance measurements of each lithiated 
CuOx nanoparticle. Cyclic voltammetry and linear fitting of current densities on (a, b) the 
blank, (c, d) after step I, (e, f) after step II, (g, h) after step III, (i, j) after step IV, and (k, l) 
after step V. 
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Figure S18. Faradaic efficiency of the blank copper oxide nanoparticles at various 
applied potentials.  
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Figure S19. Electrochemical properties of CuOx samples at each step process. (a) 
Faradaic efficiency of lithiated samples at various applied potentials. (b) Current densities for 
5, 10, and 20 lithiation/delithiation cycled samples and the corresponding Faradaic 
efficiencies for individual products. Catalytic activity and selectivity for the product are not 
significantly changed after repeated cycles of lithiation. 
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Figure S20. Geometry normalized partial current density for CO2RR. The sample III 
shows the product activities to form C2+ products through C-C coupling, while hydrogen and 
C1 products are suppressed. 
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Figure S21. Specific surface area (SSA) normalized partial current density for a selected 
product where the SSA was obtained from the BET analysis (Table S2). The sample after 
step III shows the product activities to form C2+ products through C-C coupling, while 
hydrogen and C1 products are suppressed.  
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Figure S22. Catalytic properties of the samples after step III with different mass 
loadings. (a) Linear sweep voltammetry of samples along different mass loading at a scan 
rate of 20 mV s-1. (b) Current densities of samples during chronoamperometry at applied 
potentials of -0.8 and -0.9 V vs. RHE with different mass loadings. Faradaic efficiencies for (c) 
gas-phase products and (d) liquid-phase products along mass loadings at -0.9 V vs. RHE. 
Faradaic efficiencies for (e) gas-phase products and (f) liquid-phase products with different 
mass loadings at -0.8 V vs. RHE. (g) Faradaic efficiencies for C2+ products with different 
mass loadings at -0.8 and -0.9 V vs. RHE.    
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Section S6. Morphology and structure of the sample after CO2RR 

To support the hypothesis that only atomic scale interparticle spaces contribute to catalytic 

activity and selectivity of Cu, we performed the ex-situ HR-TEM and PXRD analysis of 

samples before and after CO2RR. In case of TEM, copper oxide nanoparticles were traced at 

the same spot of grid, enabling direct comparison of samples before and after CO2RR. For 

PXRD analysis, samples were introduced to CO2RR conditions (-0.9 V vs. RHE by 20 mV s-1 

of LSV).  

To determine whether the subsurface O might be the species playing to tune the selectivity of 

the reactions, the ex-situ XPS analysis under inert gas has been employed to investigate the 

subsurface O on the samples before and after electrochemical CO2 reduction reaction. Every 

reaction and specimen preparation have been conducted in the Ar-filled glove box to avoid an 

oxygen contamination. We also installed the Ar-filled station to keep the inert atmosphere 

when the samples are transferring to the load-lock chamber of the XPS system. By this 

experimental condition, comparison of subsurface O before and after CO2RR can be achieved 

by analysis of O1s spectra without interferences of outside oxygen from the air. 

The oxidized Cu species in CuOx samples upon applying reduction potential can be clarified 

by the operando XAS analysis. The Teflon electrochemical cell was placed in the chamber 

connected to the incident beam and sealed in the operation chamber to fix the CO2RR 

conditions. Since the high energy of X-ray beam was used, the polyimide window has been 

applied to establish the operando analysis.    
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Figure S23. Morphology and structure of the samples after CO2RR. (a) Ex-situ HR-TEM 
characterization of the samples before and after CO2RR. The same particle is observed at 
each step (blank, lithiated, used for CO2 reduction). (b) Current density of the sample at step 
III for CO2RR under the applied potential at -0.9 V vs. RHE for 3 hours.  
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Figure S24. PXRD and Operando XAS analysis to determine the oxidized Cu species in 
lithiated samples during CO2RR. (a) Each sample was reduced to the metallic copper after 
CO2RR at -0.9 V vs. RHE. (b) Operando XANES spectra and (c) operando EXAFS spectra 
of lithiated samples as prepared upon applying the reduction potential of -0.9 V vs. RHE. All 
the samples were found to be reduced into metallic Cu phases under the applied potential of -
0.9 V vs. RHE. Moreover, the operando EXAFS spectra demonstrate that the peaks for Cu–O 
are also converted to those for Cu–Cu under the applied potential of -0.9 V vs. RHE. The 
results show that the oxidation state of Cu does not influence on the catalytic activity. 
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Section S7. Measurement of grain boundary (GB) surface densities for lithiated samples  
 

The relative GB surface density was calculated by measuring the length of the GBs and the 

particle surface area on the TEM images, as described in the previous study[9]. We selected 

HR-TEM images of each stepped samples (Blank, I, II, III, IV, and V) for around 280 

nanoparticles. First, we measured the length of GBs on TEM images of each sample and 

particle surface area. In our cases, we identified the GBs as the boundaries of inter-crystal 

plane with different growth direction, lines along the distortion of crystals, or line defects on 

crystals (see the example below). However, the lines of stacking nanoparticles were not 

selected as the GBs.  

The GB surface density on the nanoparticles were determined by the following equation of  

 GB surface density = 	( 	 	 	 )	
	( 	 	 	 )	

 

with the	suface	length	of	GBs = 휋퐿, the	surface	area	of	particles = 4휋푟  for a spherical 

particle, L= the length of a line traced GB on TEM images, r = the radius of the nanoparticle. 

We also observed that the blank CuOx nanoparticles showed a moderate degree of GB density 

and it increased during lithiation to steps I and II. Due to the electrochemical reduction of 

oxidation state of Cu by Li ions, light levels of lithiation induce lots of line defects and crystal 

distortion, which can be treated as GBs on the nanoparticles. At deeper levels of lithiation, 

several interesting phenomena appear as a consequence of the growth of reduced metallic Cu 

clusters. On one hand, GBs are hardly detected during the deep level lithiation process 

because of the small sized Cu granule reforming.[9] On the other hand, the original GBs 

observed at low levels of lithiation are transformed to less than 1 nm inter-particle gaps. 

Finally, further lithiation (full-lithiation) and delithiation induce particle growth, introducing 
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more GBs on the particles. This trend is correlated with our results from GB density 

measurements. 

 

 

Figure S25. Identification and measurement of the grain boundaries (GBs) density on 
CuOx nanoparticles at each step of process. (a) Identification of GBs on samples. The 
yellow arrows indicate the GBs on the TEM image of sample and the line defect on crystals 
(inset). GBs as the boundaries between intercrystal planes with different growth directions are 
shown (inset). The GBs were measured on the TEM image of sample and the line defect was 
indicated by the yellow line. (b) Examples of the GB density measurement on TEM images of 
CuOx nanoparticles with GB marking. The yellow dash lines indicate the GBs. The calculated 
GB surface length (LGB) is shown on each image. LGB = πL, where L is the total measured 
length of the GBs in the TEM image.  
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Figure S26. Comparison of C-C coupling activity with specific surface area, 
electrochemical surface area, GB surface area, and Cu oxidation state as functions of ds. 
The behavior of the C-C coupling activity is not consistent with those of the surface area, the 
GB, the Cu oxidation state, and the defective oxygen density. Interestingly, the double-layer 
capacitance only exhibits the same response to the values of ds (reaching a maximum for ds = 
0.5 to 0.6 nm at step III) as does the trend in the C-C coupling activity. 

 
 

Sample 
BET  

surface area 
(m2 g-1) 

Pore volume distribution 
(cm3 g-1) EDLC  

(mF cm-2) 
Roughness 
factor 

GB surface 
density 
(μm-1) 

Average range 
of ds (Å)  

Micropore Mesopore 

Blank 6.86 0.003 0.013 0.135 1 34.55185 NA 

I 38.42 0.019 0.088 0.237 1.756 122.79095 NA 

II 45.82 0.015 0.173 0.873 6.467 190.34961 NA 

III 51.36 0.033 0.207 2.72 20.148 29.06742 5-7 

IV 61.09 0.020 0.358 3.11 23.037 53.07968 10-20 

V 57.52 0.021 0.290 1.16 8.593 70.34895 10-20 

 
Table S1. Characteristics of the samples as a function of the step of lithiation. At 
lithiation steps I and II, the ds were found to be mostly corresponding to the Cu and Cu2O 
plane distances (2.08 to 3.01 Å, respectively), thus considered as the defect or the grain 
boundary rather than the ds. 
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Section S8. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations  
 

 Cu (100) Cu (111) 

 
*H *COOH *CO *CHO *CHOH *H *COOH *CO *CHO *CHOH 

Single surface -0.33 -0.24 -0.53 -0.04 -0.19 -0.43 -0.25 -0.64 -0.04 -0.01 

Eb (eV) -0.31 -0.76 -0.62 -0.25 -0.37 -0.44 -0.69 -0.71 -0.27 -0.39 

dOPT (Å) 5 5.2 5.2 5 5.2 7.0 5.2 5.8 5.0 5.2 

dRange (Å) - 5.0-5.6 5.0-6.0 5.0-5.4 5.0-5.8 - 5.0-6.0 5.2-7.0 5.0-7.0 5.0-9.0 

 

Table S2. The minimum binding energies (Eb) for important intermediates involved in 
the CO2RR and HER, the corresponding optimum atomic-ds spacing (dOPT), and the 
range for the optimum spacing (dRange), in which the intermediates bind more strongly 
than those on Cu (100) and Cu(111). The bond strengths for the same intermediates on 
Cu (100) and Cu(111) are listed for comparison. 
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